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Abｓtｒａｃt：　ぺＶｅinternalize network effects, which are assumed to be exogenously given

in prior literature (Lambertini and Orsini, 2001, 2003; Toshimitsu, 2007).Ｔｏ do Ｓ０，

we propose the argument ｎｅtｗｏｒk　fｕｎｃtｉｏｎａｓ one of the firm's strategies that is ac-

companied by the properties of goods and services in network industries. That is, the

ｎｅtｗｏｒkfｕｎｃtｉｏｎstands for ａ maneuver of operation that works on all customers and

its improvement equally increases their utilities. Employing a vertically differentiated

product model with endogenous network effects, we show the implications of ａ monop-

olist's choice of ｎｅtｗｏｒkｆｕｎｃtｉｏｎand quality level for social welfare. Compared with

the social optimum, the monopolist has an incentive to undersupply a product attached

to ａless efficienＩ　ｎｅtｗｏｒk　fｕｎｃtｉｏｎand to either the over- or under-provision of quality･

Key words:　Network industry, Network effect,Quality, Verticallydifferentiatedproduct, Monopoly.

JEL Classification Number:　D42, L12, L15.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1.　INTRODUCTION

　As digital technology progresses, we observe the remarkable growth of Information

and Communications Technology (ICT) industries such as telecommunications, com-

puter hardware and software, cable TV, and broadcasting. Many researchers have ａ１'

ready analyzed the market for goods and services that generate network externalities

(Katz and Shapiro, 1994; Economides, 1996; Shy, 2002; Koski and Kretschmer, 2004).

Network externalities are commonly defined as ａ general property whereby the utility

of each consumer increases with an increase in the total number of consumers pur-

chasing either the same brand or ａ compatible brand. These studies usually distinguish

between direct (communications) network effects and indirect (systems) network ef-

fects. In the first caseけhe utility of an individual consumer increases when there are

others with whom to communicate. In the second case, utility depends on the availabil-

ity of complementary goods, which, in turn, depends on the number of potential buyers･

　Acknowledgm 四は.　l would like to thank the editors, 皿皿onymous referee, 皿ｄ Nicolas Schmitt

(ＳｉｍｏｎFraser University) for theirhelpful comments 皿d suggestions. The usual disclaimer applies･
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Accordingly, other users generate a positive effect from particular users. For example,

Doganoglu and Crzybowski (2007) find that direct effects have influenced the evolu-

tion of the mobile telephony industry in Germany. Furthermore, Clements and Ohashi

(2005) empirically analyze indirect network effects in the case of video games in the

United States｡

　In the development of the literature discussing industrial policies and public inter-

ventions, e･g･, Spence(1975) and Sheshinski (1976), some studies have examined the

welfare implications of the provision of quality in the cases of monopoly and duopoly

with network effects(Lambertini and Orsini, 2001,2003,2005; Shy, 2002; Sappington,

2005; Toshimitsu, 2007). In these studies, the authors have assumed that the weight of

network effects associated with ａconsumer's utilityis exogenously given. For example,

Lambertini and Orsini (2001, 2003) show that the monopolist provides a higher level of

quality than the social optimum, and they prove that an increase in the weight of net-

work effects reduces the level of quality.０ｎ the other hand, Toshimitsu (2007) presents

that,if the cost function of quality is not related to quantity, there is an underprovision

of quality in the monopoly equilibrium compared with the social optimum, and that an

increase in the weight of network effects increases the level of quality｡

　It has been assumed in some prior studies that network effects associated with goods

and services are exogenously given (Lambertini and Orsini, 2001, 2003; Toshimitsu,

2007). However, itis not inappropriate to assume that the network effect and the quality

grade accompanied by characteristics of a product are significant strategies for firms,

particularly, in ICT industries.　In this paper, in order to internalize network effects,

we assume that the characteristics of a product are composed of quality and network

effects,which affect utilitiesof customers. Therefore, we assume that a firm can decide

the weight of network effects as well as the quality grade of ａproduct as its strategies｡

　We let the weight of network effects be a firm's strategic variable. The evaluation

of quality depends on the preference of individual consumers, whereas the weight of

network effects is the same for all customers.　Hereafter, we call the weight of net-

work effects the argument ｎｅtｗｏ政和ｎｃtｉｏｎ.That is, with regard to ａ communications

network effect, an improving network function increases the magnitude of network ef-

fects. Thus, as the number of consumers increases, the improvement in network func-

tion further increases the utilitiesof all consumers. For example, we suppose that a

firm enriches the network function to make mobile phone functions more convenient

for all subscribers at the expense of some costs such as network function-improving

investments. In addition, we must consider the level 0f quality that the firm chooses･

Therefore, accounting for the endogenous network effects, we address the implication

of the monopolist's choice of the degree of network function as well as the level of

quality for social welfare. That is, compared with the social optimum, the monopolist

undersupplies a product attached to ａlower degree of network function. Furthermore,

whether the monopolist chooses over- or under-provision of quality depends upon the

nature of the cost function of quality｡

　The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the ｍｏｄｅ１･

In Section 3，the monopoly equilibrium and the social optimum are compared, and we
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analyze the welfare implications in the case where both the degree of network function

and the level of quality are endogenously decided by the monopolist. Then, Section

４ considers whether the results shown in Section ３ depend on the nature of the cost

function. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the results and presents a few remaining issues｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2. THE MODEL

　Based on the models of Lambertini and Orsini (2001, 2003), we introduce network

effects into ａ utilityfunction presented in ａ model of vertical product differentiation

(Mussa and Rosen, 1978). That is,there is ａcontinuum of consumers, inθ∈[巳１十旦]，

旦≧O. To simplify, consumers are assumed to be uniformly distributed with a density

of one in the market. The utilityfunction of consumer θis given by u{q, x＼0) ― 6q 十

N(x), where quality g is modeled as ａ one-dimensional variable, i.e.,q∈[0, oo) and

quantity Ｊ represents the proportion of consumers purchasing a product in the market,

i.ｅ･，Ｊ Ｅ[Oj]. Furthermo ｒｅ，Ｎ(x) expresses network effects: 7V(O)＝O and y＼リ卵 )≧

O.　The magnitude of network effects is assumed to be the same for all customers,

although the valuation of quality grade differs between individual customers｡

　Here, we internalize network effects as ａmaneuver of the firm's strategies. For exam-

pie, Swann (2002) generally considers the functional forms of network effects. How-

ever, to simplify, the network effect is given by N{x) =β X, whereβis modeled as ａ

one-dimensional variable, i.ｅ･，β∈[0,(X)),and stands for the marginal efficiency of net-

work effects.へA^eassume thatａ monopolist or ａ social planner chooses the magnitude

of marginal efficiency of network effects at the expense of some costs,ｅ･g･，network

function-improving investments. Hereafter, we let the marginal efficiency of network

effects,β,be defined as the degree of network function｡

　Ａ consumer purchases at most either one unit of the product or none. Hence, the net

surplus of consumer θcan be expressed as Ｕ ＝ｍａｘ{θ9＋ μ一夕, 0}. In this case,

the index of the marginal consumer who has the same net surplus from purchasing one

unit of the product or none is given by Qm ＝£ﾁﾞ-. Therefore, we derive the quantity

demanded for the product as follows:

Case (a)　ｘ 一

一

9(1十ﾛ.)一戸

　　9－β

if　1＋θ＞臨＞θ

　　　　－　　　　－

　Ｃａsｅ(b)ｘ＝1，if旦≧ 6m, and

　Case (c) jc = 0, if 6m ≧１十ﾛ..

　Case (a) illustrates partial market coverage in which there are Ｓｏｎ!ｅconsun!ers not

purchasing the product. Case (b)ShoｗS full market coverage in which all consumers

purchase the product. To simplify, let 旦to be zero. Hence, the case of partial market

coverage holds if and only if 9 > p >β. However, if 9 ＞β≧ Ｐ，then the case of

full market coverage holds. In Case (ｃ)けhere are no customers in the market. Thus,

if貼≧1⇔μ≧(/＞β, then it holds thatＪ ＝0.1n what follows, we deal mainly

with the case of partial market coverage. Therefore, the ｃｏ町esponding inverse demand

function IS given ｂy:
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　p = p{ｑ,ｘ,6 )＝9－(9－β)ｘ.　　　　　　　　　　　巾

　Next, we assume that the total cost of producing ｘ units composed of quality ｇ and

network function βis given ｂy:

　　　　C = C{q,x, β) = c(q)x 十ア(β), c' >0, cグ ＞０，ノ＞0 丿″ ＞O.　(2)

Equation (2) implies that the cost of upgrading quality is positively related to quantity,

whereas the cost of improving the degree of network function is unrelated to quality

and quantity. For example, on the one hand, the monopolist needs to use expensive

parts, such as super large-scale integrated circuits, per output to improve the quality

grade of pictures and sounds on ａ mobile phone. ０ｎ the other handけhe monopolist

must undertake investments in facilities to extend the network system that connects to

all customers.

　Finally, we present the purpose functions of the monopolist and the social planner,

respectively. In view of (1) and (2), the profit function of the monopolist is expressed

by:

　　　　　　　　　　　　汀 {x,q. β)＝7? (x,q, 6) - C{x,q丿 )，　　　　　　　　(3)

where 7?{x,q丿 )＝{(/－((/－β )x]x. Furthermore, consumer surplus is given ｂy:

　　　　CS( ｘ,ｑ，　6，　ｐ)＝ｽﾞﾚ向十猷－ρ)㈲＝卜－(11－β)ｘ卜― px .　　㈲

From (3) and (4), social surplus is thus represented by:

　　　　W(x,q, β) =CS(x,q, β，/7)十 n{x,q, β)＝び(ｘべ/，β )-C{x,q,β ), (5)

wh eｒｅ　Ｕ{x,q. β)＝いー(1－β卜卜≒

　In what follows, t０１００ｋat the endogenous decision of the degree of network func-

tion at the expense of network function-improving investments costs, we assume that ａ

ｍｏｎｏｐ０１１Ｓt(Ｏrａ social planer) sequentially makes decisions in two stages: in the first

stage, the monopolist (social planner) decides on investments to improve the degree

of network function; and in the second stage, given the degree of network function, it

chooses the quantity and quality of the product. By backward induction, we derive ａ

monopoly (socially optimal) equilibrium.

３

UNREGULATED MARKET AND SOCIAL PLAN

3.1.　Ｍｏｎｏｐｏｌｙ　Ｅｑｕilibｒｉｕｍ

　In the second stage, the monopolist determines both quantity and quality, given the

degree of network function. In view of (3), the first-order conditions (ＦＯＣＳ)forprofit

maximization of the monopoly with respect to quantity and quality are respectively

given ｂy:

訂7

-
∂λ7

一

一

∂刀

一
向

g－2(g－β)ｘ一所/) ＝０

{1 -x-c'(q)}x = 0

ｊ
　
　
ｊ

６
>

ｒ
-
~

ぐ
　
　
ぐ
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FI‘oll!(6)･゛ｅobtainｘ ニ白布キニ Xm{Q, β), where subscriptM denotes the monop-

olist case. The amount of quantity is determined by the level of quality and the degree

of network function. Furthermore, based on (7), we have 1 － ｘ = c'iq), of which the

LHS is margi皿l profit with respect to quality and the RHS is marginal cost. We express

(/＝ Ｑｕ(x), because the level of quality depends on the amount of quantity. Thus, it

holds that 等＜0，脊＞0，ａｎｄ賢＜０

　In view of (6), the case of partial market coverage holds if and only if ！土皆!

(＝ ＰＭ)＞β. However, ifβ≧！ﾆ呼血，tｈｅ monopolist provides the product to ａ１１

consumers in the market, i.ｅ･,ｘ肘ニ1， and, thus, the price is given by ＰＡ４＝函 Taking

(7) into account, we obtain the comer solution with respect to the level 0f quality in the

case of full market coverage such asｑＭ＝ O. Accordingly, we define the lower bound

of quality,i.e･哩Af°ﾄ/ﾄﾞﾋ皆!ニβI.We thus assume the following inequality h01dS:

ｑ）！ボ

　Substituting XMiq,β ) into (7), we derive 1－ Xm ＝9ﾆ舜茫jﾃﾞβ≡ GAtiq,β)=c'{q).

Because the Hessian determinant is assumed to be positive, i.e･，2(9－β)ｃ″－λ7＞O，

it holds that ｃ″iq) >四布ｸﾞ辿）O･ for q > q_ 　Becausethe level of quality is

determined by the degree of network function, we represent this aS: 4/ ＝∂ｇ(β).ln this

case, we can represent the amount of quantity as a function of the degree of network

function, i.e.,x = xm( β)≡ XMimi β)，β)｡

　The effects of an increase in the degree of network function on quantity and quality

are respectively given ｂy:

ji肘

　　　　邸

See Appendix

　　　2C″λ7

2(g－β)ｃ″－ｘ

ｊ刀

＞O　and

9ｎ　9ｘｍ
一

一

一

一

3ｘ　叩

∂汀

＝2柚

＋

ji肘

而ｇ
一 一
-

＋

　　　2λ7

2(4/－β)ｃ″－ｘ

∂刀

-
∂β

＜０ (9)

(10)

(11)

卵

1.1.　As already shown in Lambertini and Orsini (2001, 2003) and

Toshimitsu (2007), an increase in the network effects increases the amount of quan-

tity,whereas it reduces the level 0f quality｡

　Now, in the firststage, the monopolist chooses the degree of network function at the

expense of some costs of network function-improving investments. Taking (6)ａｎｄ(7)

into account, the FOC is given ｂy:

∂汀∂緬

面∂β

労＝{ig(β)}2一丿(β)＝０

Furthermore, with regard to the second-order condition (SOC), we assume the following

condition:

一丿肋＜０
(ｆ-ｎ
-
邸2 邸

　As in (10), the degree of network function depends upon the amount of quantity only･

Accordingly, this implies that the degree happens to be ａ maximum value in the case

of full market coverage, i.e･，Xm = 1. Here, we define the upper bound of the degree
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of network function as f0110ｗS: β＝{β11－が(β) = 0}. However, because we do not

deal with the case of full market coverage, the available r皿ge of the degree of network

function is represented aS: β∈[0,β]. Therefore, given (11), we show that there exists

βMe (0,β)tｏ satisfy (10).

　The amount of quantity and the level of quality in the monopoly equilibrium are de-

termined by the degree of network function given by (10). Consequently, we obtain the

monopoly equilibrium, i.e., {xM,qM, βm}, where Xm ≡ig(β m) and Qm ≡4g(βｇ).

The equilibrium is the same as the equilibrium in the case simultaneously determined

by equations (6), (7), and (10). We summarize the result as Lemma １.

　Lemma １ .　{xm, Qm, β肘) iｓａｎｉｎtｅｒioｒｍａｘimｕｍ ｓolｕtｉｏｎｉｎ the ｕｎｒｅｇｕlatｅｄｐａｒ一

tial cθ眺? rage market, i.と?.，tｈｅｍｏｎｏｐｏｌｙ　ｅｑｕilibｒiｕｍ.

3.2. ＳｏｃｉａｌＯｐtimｕm

　Suppose that ａ social planner determines quantity and quality to maximize social sur-

plus as in (5), given the degree of network function. Hence, the FOCs are respectively

given ｂy:

m

-
∂Ｘ

q -iq -2 β貨一氏/)＝0 (12)

　　　　　　　　　　　　j7＝P－j－ど(9)ド＝O●　　　　　　　　　　(13)

　In view of(l)and(12),we obtain ｐ＝氏/)一猷.ＴｈｉＳ means that the social planner

provides the product to consumers at a price less than the marginal cost of production,

because of network externalities.From (12), we have λ7＝今尚 f = XF(q,β ), where

subscript /７denotes the first-best policy by the social planner.　From (13), we have

1－l＝ど((/).Ｗｅexpresリ＝即(ヰThｕs,ｗｅhave 等〈０，帑> 0, and首＜０
　The social planner provides the product for some proportions of consumers, 1 ＞

町( ｑ丿 )＞0，if and only if 孚＞βHowever, if l ＞β≧孚, then the social

planner provides the product for all consumers, i.ｅ･，λ7Fニ1. Hence, we derive the

level of quality in the case of full market coverage such as 即＝いけーど(g)＝O}.

Accordingly･｀゛e define the lower bound of quality,i.e･･らし|孚ニβI.Thuい゛e

assume ９ ＞旦Ｆ＞旦肘゜

　By a similar way of analysis in the monopolist case, substituting 訂心/，β)into (13),

we obtain 9白竺4ぷβ≡ Gpiq, β) = c'{q), of which the LHS implies ａ marginal so-

cial benefit with respect to quality. Because the Hessian determinant is assumed to be

positive･ i.ｅバ9‾2β)ｃ″- I > 0, it holds thatｃ″iq) >固儲££）O･ for ^ > qダ

Because the level 0f quality is determined by the degree of network function, we ex-

press 9 = QFi β). Furthermore, the amount of quantity is represented as a function of

the degree of network function, i.e･,ｘ ＝i衣β)≡ｘ衣∂衣β)，β). Hence, we have:

d谷

卵

　　　　　８ＸＣμ

4(9－2β)ｃ″－ｘ

See Appendix 1.2.

＞O　and
d㈲

一邸

- 一

一

叙

4(9－2β)ｃ″－ｘ
＜０ (14)
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　In the firststage, the social planner chooses the degree of network function at the

expense of some costs of network function-improving investments. Based on (12) and

(13), the FOC is given ｂy:

dW 　　∂Ｗ∂ｉ肘
一
面

-

　 一

一

一

一

j2Ｗ

∂β

m∂釦
＋¬ ＋

∂Ｗ

-∂β
(15)

(16)

(17)

3ｘ　叩

∂Ｗ

　　｡、ｄ又Ｆ

= 2xp 一
　　　　邸

岫　叩

{谷(β)}2一丿(β)＝Ｏ．

Furthermore, with regard to the soc, we assume the following condition:

一丿（β）＜０
卵2‾

　Given (16), there exists βF e (0,β)tｏ satisfy (15). In addition, because the amount

of quantity and the level 0f quality are determined by the degree of network function

only, we obtain the social optimal equilibrium, {ＸＦ，ｑＦ，βf}, where Xf ≡i衣β f) and

ｇＦ≡ 4匪卵 }.ThｕS,ｗe summarize the result as Lemma ２.

　Lemma Σ　ＶＸＦ・ｑＦ丿Fl iｓａｎ ｉｎtｅｒioｒｓｏｃｉａｌｏｐtimｕｍ． ｗhich iｓ　the fiｒｓt一beｓt ｐｏｌ-

lcy･

3 j， Ｃｏｍｐａｒiｓｏｎ: ＭｏｎｏｐｏりＥｑｕilibｒiｕｍ ａｎｄ ＳｏｃｉａｌＯｐtimｕｍ

　We progress to ａ comparative analysis of the monopoly equilibrium with the so-

cial optimum presented in Lemmas ｌ and ２. To do so, we 丘rst consider the relation-

ship between the level of quality in the monopoly equilibrium and that in the social

optimum, given the degree of network function. For q > q > i?.^, it holds that

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－Giviiq, β)≧ Ｇバｑ，β ), givenβ∈(0,β), where the equation holds if and only if

β＝O. Furthermore, because ｃ″((/)＞等> 0, / = M, F, we derive:

∂ｇ(β)＞み(β)，　for any　β∈(oj).

　Second, we show that the amount of quantity in the social optimum is larger than

that in the monopoly equilibrium. Using the results shown above and taking (17) into

account, we can illustrate the following equations｡

　　　　　　皿寸ここにぶﾆﾀﾞご浪プ)

1・圃り引0土(18)

　Third, taking (10), (15), and (18) into account, we derive:

　　　　　　　　　　　卸＞βｇ

●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

(19)

　Therefore, taking (17), (18), and (19) into account, we present Proposition l as fol-

lows.

　Proposition　１ .　Ｗｅ ｓｕｐｐｏｓｅ that tｈｅ ｍｏｎｏｐｏｌｉｓt ｃｈｏｏｓｅｓ　the ｑｕａｎtiｔy， the ｑｕalitｙ，

ａｎｄ tｈｅ ｄ６ｓｒ６６ ｏｆ ｎｅtｗｏ政和ｎｃtｉｏｎ ａt tｈｅ ｅｘｐｅｎｓｅ ｏｆ ｓｏｍｅ ｃｏｓtｓ of ｎｅtｗｏｒk　fｕｎｃtｉｏｎ 一

ｉｍｐｒｏｖｉｎｇ ｉｎｖｅｓtｍｅｎtｓ .Ｗｈｅｎ tｈｅ ｍａｒｇｉｎａｌ ｃｏｓt of ｐｒｏｄｕｃtion iｓ ｉｎｃｒｅａｓｉｎｇ ｉｎ ｑｕalitｙ．

ｃｏｍｐａｒｅｄ ｗith the ｓｏｃｉａｌ ｏｐtimｕｍ,　tｈｅ ｍｏｎｏｐｏｌｉｓt haｓ ａｎ ｉｎｃｅｎtiｖｅ tｏ ｕｎｄｅｒｓｕｐｐｌｙ　ａ
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pｒｏｄｕｃt ａttａｃｈｅｄ tｏ ａ ｌｅｓｓ ｅしfhcient ｎｅtｗｏｒk　fｕｎｃtｉｏｎ ａｎｄ tｏ tｈｅ ｏｖｅｒｐｒｏｖiｓｉｏｎ ｏｆ ｑｕalitｙ :

βＦ＞ βＭ，ｑＦ ＜ｑ Ｍ，　ｃｍｄ ＸＦ > Xm-

　In this case, the government should let the monopolist more increase network

function-improving investment to raise the degree of network function. This, in turn,

reduces the overprovision of quality while it increases the undersupply.　As ａ result,

social welfare is improved by the government's regulation of the network function｡

　　　　　　　4.　０Ｎ THE TYPE OF Ａ COST FUNCTION OF QUALITY

　Motta (1993) presents two types of ａ cost function of quality. Based on his definition,

the type of ａ variable cost function of quality is assumed in the previous sections. That

is, the cost function of quality is positively related to quantity, ie，征＝ど((/)＞Oin

(2). However, in this section, we assume another cost function of quality, and reconsider

Proposition 1･

　We assume the type of a fixed cost function of quality as f0110ｗS:

　　　　　　　　　　　　C{q, β,x)=ex 十c{q) 十y(β)，　　　　　　　　　(20)

where it should be that Ｅ＞β≧O. The cost function (20) implies that quality and

network function are unrelated to quantity:

器＝O

and

証＝Ｏ
For example,

we can imagine that a firm incurs fixed costs such as Ｒ＆Ｄ investments to improve the

quality grade as well as the utilities of network system acquired with goods and services

in advance.

　First, in the case of the monopolist, the FOCs with respect to the quantity and quality

are respectively given ｂy:

　　　　　　　　　　　　ft旦

＝９－２(９－β )x-e = O, 　　　　　　　
　　　　圈)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　∂λ7

　　　　　　　　　　　　　竺乙

＝(1一功 x-c'(q) =0.　　　　　　　　　　　(ア)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　向

Ｆrｏｍ(6ｙ we have ｘ ＝l満三y＝Aj

a fixed cost function. If and only if 9 ＞ど＞β, the case of partial market coverage

prevails for ａ ｍｏｎｏＰｏｌyｊ.ｅ･ ， 1 ＞λj

砺

ａｎｄ

導

＞0

　Substituting x^iq, β) into (7'), we can represent the quality level as a function of

the degree of network function, g＝4右(β). Furthermore, with regard to the amount

of quantity, we express X ＝i右(β)≡ XMiqiii β)，β). In this case, the effects of an

increasing degree of network function on quantity and quality are respectively given

ｂy:

　　岨

エ　

2c″λ7　　　　　

＞O and

岨＝
2ｘ(1－2ｘ)　　　＞O.　(ｙ)

　　邱　臥ｑ －β)ｃ″－(1－2ｘ)2　　　　　　　邸　　2(g－β)ｃ″－(1－2J)2
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See Appendix 2. An increase in the degree of network function increases not only the

quantity but also the quality (Toshimitsu, 2007). That is, because quality is ａ comple-

ment to quantity in the type of a fixed cost function, the larger the quantity reduces the

costs of improving quality, which, in turn, allows the monopolist to increase the quality

grade of ａproduct｡

　The FOC with respect to the degree of network function is given ｂy:

ｊ刀

卵
＝{谷β }}2一丿(β)＝０

Furthermore, the condition to satisfy the soc is given ｂy:

司

一面

∂Ｗ

-
∂Ｘ

一

一

総

j2Ｗ

邸2

一

一

バ(βト０

バ

ー卵

一

一

　　　む(1一功

{q-2 β)ｃ″－(1－め2

卵
バ㈲＜０

(100

田り

(1ご)

(1ｙ)

＞０ (ば)

(1ｙ)

(尿)

j礼

一邸

Given (11'),there existリト (Oj)tｏ satisfy(10').Therefore, we obtain the monop-

01y equilibrium,{xLqL βか, where福≡福(βかａｎｄ疆≡昌( βト

　Next, similarly,the FOCs in the case of the socialplanner are givenｂy:

q - (q -2 β)x-e = O

脊＝(1一白)
X - c'{q) = 0

Given (12') and (130, we obtain ｘ ＝古今＝づ( ｑ，β) and g ＝g右(ヰln this case,

if and only if l ＞S＞β, the case of partial market coverage holds, i.ｅ･，1＞づ＞O.

Furthermore, we have
影＞０，谷＞0,ａｎｄ咎＞0.

　By ａsimilar procedure, we can deriv叩＝∂j(β)ａｎｄ ｘ ＝び(β)≡町･(ば(β)，β)

The effects of an increasing degree of network function are given ｂy:

See Appendix 2･

　For the FOC and the soc with respect to the degree of network function,we have

岩＝{び(β)}2一丿(β)＝０

聯
バ

Given (1的, there exists屏∈(Oj)tｏ satisfy(150. We define as follows: づ≡

づ(βI) and ql ≡礪(β I). Thus, we obtain the socialoptimum, {ｘ乱ｑ乱略V

　Finally･we compare the monopoly equilibriumand the socialoptimum in the type of

a fixedcost functionof quality,and then reconsider Proposition 1.
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　Given ５ ＞β≧0, and taking 昨)ａｎｄ(1ｙ)intｏ account, we ｈａｖ にl(q, β)＞

潟

G(
ｑ，β ),for any q{> e > 0). Similarly, taking (ア)ａｎｄ(1ｙ)intｏ account, we have

g

j(め＞9右(め，for

any ｘ G (0, 1). Because quantity and quality are positively related

to each other in both cases, as mentioned above, we can show the f0110ｗing:

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　礪(β)＞娃(β)，　　　　　　　　(げ)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　び(β)＞福(牡　　　　　　　　(ぼ)

　Based on (10ｙ(1ｙ)，ａｎｄ(18ｙ we deriveβj＞βふFurthermore, taking (9'), (1ボ)，

(170, and (180, into account, the following equations h01d:

　　　　　　　　　ｊ

＝

礪(βい＞ば(βｇ)＞∂右(β

M)^qM, 　and

　　　　　　　　　づ

＝

び(β粕＞ij(βｇ)＞i右(βｇ)＝ 几

Therefore, we summarize the results as follows.

　Proposition ｌ ， Ｗｅ ｓｕｐｐｏｓｅ　that tｈｅ ｍｏｎｏｐｏｌｉｓt ｃｈｏｏｓｅｓ the ｑｕａｎtitｙ，　the ｑｕaiitｙ．

ａｎｄ tｈｅ ｄｅｇｒｅｅ ｏｆ ｎｅtｗｏｒk和ｎｃtｉｏｎ ａt tｈｅ ｅｘｐｅｎ認可ｓｏｍｅ ｃｏｓtｓ ｏずｎｅtｗｏ飛和ｎｃtｉｏｎ-

ｉｍｐｒｏｖｉｎｇ ｉｎｖｅｓtｍｅｎtｓ. Ｗｈｅｎ 甫ｅ ｃｏｓt of　ｕｐｇｒａｄｉｎｇ ｑｕalitｙ iｓ ｕｎｒｅｌａtｅｄ tｏ ｑｕｏｎtiｔｙ，　tｈｅ

ｍｏｎｏｐｏｌｉｓt haｓ ａｎ ｉｎｃｅｎtiｖｅ tｏ ｕｎｄｅｒｓｕｐｐｌｙ　ａ ｐｒｏｄｕｃt ａttａｃｈｅｄ tｏ ａ ｌｅｓｓ 可打ｃｉｅｎt ｎｅtｗｏｒk

抑ｎｃtｉｏｎ ａｎｄ tｏ the ｕｎｄｅｒｐｒｏｖiｓｉｏｎ ｏｆ ｑｕalitｙ :βj＞
臨岫

＞ｆ

ｆ＞ｘ嘉・

　First, the lower degree of network function in the monopoly equilibrium depends

upon ａ complementarily between the amount of quantity and the network effects. In

general, it is likely for a private firm to undersupply a product, compared with the social

optimum. Thus, based on Propositions l and 2, we suggest that, regardless of the nature

of the cost function, the monopolist provides a product that has ａ less efficient network

function.

　Second, however, the opposing results with regard to the quality level obtained in

Propositions l and 2 are due to the nature of the cost function. Quality is ａ complement

to quantity in the case of ａ fixed cost function, which implies supply-side economies of

scale. That is, the larger (smaller) quantity reduces (increases) the costs of improving

quality, which, in turn, allows the monopolist to increase (reduce) the quality grade of

ａ product. Thus, undersupply of production by the monopolist implies that the quality

grade in the monopoly equilibrium is lower than that of the social optimum. In this case,

the government lets the monopolist have an incentive to invest more to raise the degree

of network function. This, in turn, remedies undersupply of a product associated with a

lower quality grade.

　Here, we address other cases of cost functions as follows.

　(i) C{x,q, β) = {c{q) 十ダ(β)}ｘ　and (ii) C{x,q丿)=c(q) 十y(β)ｘ.

　For (i), we obtain the same results as those in the case of ａ variable cost function as in

(2). Furthermore, for (ii), we obtain the same results as those in the case of ａ fixed cost

function as in (20). The point of these cases is to determine whether the cost function

of quality is related to quantity. That is, when the cost of quality is related (unrelated)
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to quantity, a substitute (complement) relationship between quality and quantity holds.

Henceけhe monopoly results in the overprovision (underprovision) of quality and the

undersupply of production, compared with the social optimum. Furthermore, because

there is ａ complement relationship between quantity and network function, the monop-

olist provides a product associated with a lower marginal efficiency of network in the

monopoly equilibrium, compared with the social optimum｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

　In this paper, we addressed the implications of the monopolist's choice regarding

network function and quality for social welfare. Furthermore, t０１００ｋat the effect of

network function on quantity and quality, we assumed ａ two-stage decision, in which

the monopolist chooses the degree of network function at the expense of costs of net-

work function-improving investments before deciding quantity and quality. Hence, the

degree of network function is positively related to the amount of quantity, i汀espective

of the nature of the cost function. Because, in general, a private firm is likely to un-

dersupply production, compared with the social optimum, the firm necessarily chooses

ａless efficient network function. However, the relationship between the level 0f qual-

ity and the amount of quantity depends upon the nature of the cost function of quality･

That is,if cost function of quality is positively related to (independent of) the amount

of quantity, the firm provides an overprovision (underprovision) of quality･

　Based on the results derived above, we show the policy implications for ａ govern-

ment that regulates the degree of network function, i.e･，network function-improving

investments. Namely, because ａprivate firm necessarily chooses a degree of network

function that is lower than that in the social optimum, the government should raise the

firm's incentive to invest in the network function. In this caseけhe undersupply of a

product accompanied by socially distorted quality grade must be remedied to be better

off, so that the social welfare improves･

　へNith regard to the monopoly model with endogenous network effects in this paper,

we need to address some issues. Two of them are concerned with specific forms of

the functions assumed in the model. First, we have assumed that network effects are

the same for all consumers and independent of the valuation of quality by an individ-

ual consumer. However, we must consider that the degree of network function and the

valuation of quality by an individual consumer are interdependent. For example, we

suppose u ＝θ{9十 Nix)]. In this case, network effects depend on the valuation of an

individual consumer. Even if network effects are zero, the value of utilityis not zero･

This formulation, as assumed in the model, implies indirect system network externali-

ties,such as hardware/software in video games and personal computers. Furthermore,

we present another utility function, i.e.,u ＝ｅｏＮ(x). In this case, ifⅣ(O)＝0，the

value of utilitybecomes to be zero. This implies direct communication network effects

in ａcommunication service industry･

　Second, related to the firstissue, assuming that quality and network function are

separable from each other in the utilityfunction given by (1)ａｎｄin the cost functions
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given by (2) and (20), we derive
証＝O

and
証=

0. See (a.2) and (a.5) in

Appendixes 1.1 and 1.2. Thus, the effect of network function on the level 0f quality

indirectly works only through the effect on the amount of quantity. However, assuming

ａ multiplicative form with respect to the utilityand cost functions, it holds that
証≠0

and詰≠Ｏ For example, as mentioned above, if we assume the utilityfunction such

as M = 9qN(x), it follows that
証＞O

and
詰ン0,

even with the cost functions

given by (2) and (20). Accordingly, the degree of network function depends upon the

level of quality as well as the amount of quantity｡

　Third, because there do not exist strategic effects on rivals in the case of monopoly,

the role of endogenous network effectsis not important in the model. Thus, we examine

the cases of duopoly or oligopoly to consider strategic effects on the rivals because of

endogenous network effects.
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ＡＰＰＥＮＤＩχ

Ｌ Ｌ　Ｅｑｕilibｒiｕｍ ｉｎ tｈｅ ＳｅｃｏｎｄＳtａｇらgiｖｅｎ tｈｅ Ｄｅｇｒｅｅｏｆ　Ｎｅtｗｏｒk Fｕｎｃtｉｏｎｉｎ tｈｅ

ＭｏｎｏｐｏｌｉｓtＣａ託

乎ｎ
＝－2(9－βト０

＝－(9 －2βト０

謬

= -c"x < 0 , and Ｔｌｎｘ＝ｎｘｑニーx<0. (a.l)

∂2刀

2ｘ　　and

-c"x

一

一 2ｘ　　and

血
面

∂2刀

０

一

一

2λ7

0

０

卵

(a.2)

(a.3)

(a.5)

　　－∂召

From the firstand second expressions of (a.l), the second-order conditions (SOCS)

always hold. The third expression implies that quality is negatively related to quantity･

Furthermore, we have

∂2Ｗ

　　－∂召

∂功β

－2（4/－β）　－ｘ

－λT

∂2W

-
∂功β

Taking (a.4) and (a.5) into account, we obtain:

－（9－2β）　ご

　　ーと　　　－ｃ呉
　　　２

向∂β

Taking (a.l) and (a.2) into account, we derive the f0110ｗing:

＝

［

where we assume that the Hessian determinant is positive, i.e･，∠臨

肩＞0.

1.2. 　TheＳｏｃｉａｌ　ＰｌａｎｎｅｒＣａ託

　We obtain the second-order properties as follows.

ブ
ニ‾ｃ”ｘ＜O･ ｓd⑤二三＝ごy＜0，（a4）

where we assume thatl ＞β. Moreoverけhe effectsof an increase in the degree of

network function on the marginal socialsurplus are givenｂy:

∂2W

一
向∂β

六日寸土　　(a.6)

where we assume that the Hessian determin皿t is positive, i.e･，∠XFニバ(9－2β)ｃ″一

lトｏ
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2｡ The ＣａｓｅｏずａＦｉｘｅｄＣｏｓtＴｙｐｅ

　The SOCs of the monopolist's profit maximizing and of the social plann�s welfare

maximizing are satisfied. However, with respect to the partial cross-derivatives, given

(的(ｏr(ア)) and (127戸or (130), we obtain:

∂2刀

㈲aｘ

∂2刀

∂λ7∂g
＝１

Hence, it follows that 証　＞

－2ｘ and
⑤＝三＝１－ｘ＞Ｏ（ａ７）

証In general,we cannot omit the casein which

thesesignsare different,i.e.,証＞Ｏ＞証However, as assumed in Sheshinski

(1976), we deal with the same-sign case, ie，証＞証＞OThis means that

証＝1－2ｘ＝日＞O⇔ε＞β,
given (6'). In this case, quality is positively

related to quantity･

　Taking (a.l), (a.2), and (a.7) into account, the effects of an increase in the degree of

network function in the case of the monopolist are given ｂy:

　　　　　　　　口守丿づ・]圓
＝

ﾚぐト　　　
(a.8)

where the Hessian determin皿t is assumed to be positive,i.ｅ･，ｊ乙＝2(9－β)ｃ″－(1一

万)2＞0.

　Similarly, in the case of the social planner, the effect of an increase in the degree of

network function, we obtain:

∩ブ丿ノ］に①にト　　　(a.9)

where the Hessian determinant is assumed to be positive, i.e･，∠＼i= {q-2 β)ｃ″－(1一

功2＞O.
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